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Entrepreneurship

Patrice Gibbons on the beginnings of Zurii

A lot of the time, we miss the signs that light the way in uncovering the answers we’re searching for to the big
questions we ask. Patrice Gibbons shares with Natalie Candarakis the amazing road she has travelled since
leaving her corporate career, to creating her own communications brand and ultimately the birth of her latest
venture, an online marketplace with heart, Zurii.

What led you to create Inspire Communications?
I wanted to be in charge of my own destiny. I got to my mid-thirties and found I wanted to work on something
that was my passion, my project. An opportunity came up and as petrifying as it was, I felt like I couldn’t say no.

It was an opportunity to take on a fulltime freelance contract. It was as if the universe had designed my ideal job
and granted it to me. Funnily, three months in, what looked like the best, safest, ideal option turned out not to
work.

That was the making of Inspire because all of a sudden I had to put myself out there, find new contracts and
decide if I wanted to live and breathe this every day or go back into corporate life. The safety net was gone. It
forced me out of my comfort zone, which is really where all the good stuff happens!

How did you initially get clients?
I realised quickly I needed to build credibility in this new brand. I had to swallow my pride, focus on networking
and work hard to make new connections. In the process I also moved from Sydney to Brisbane, which meant
leveraging the contacts I did have, and going out and building my credibility with new faces.

What are some challenges that businesses face in storytelling?
The biggest challenge our clients face is this: They know what they want to say, but they don’t know how to
communicate their message effectively. We utilise words, stories and content strategies to help them engage
their audience across multiple channels. The key to being a good communicator is being a really good listener.
We also have the benefit of having a little distance. We can pick the gems in their story or message and help
them communicate those in a meaningful way. I believe a lot of companies are too close to their own content. 
They have incredible stories or strategies that they hear and tell every day so they don’t realise how incredibly
powerful they are.

How did you get involved with the Hunger Project and Business Chicks?
I remember receiving an email from Business Chicks with the headline “Are you coming to Uganda with us?”

They had me at the subject line. At that point my whole life was about my career and I was starting to feel
restless and wanted another challenge but I didn’t know what. So I signed up, and it was the best thing I ever
did.

To raise the funds, I ran two movie nights – one in Sydney and one in my hometown. And I also ran the City2Surf
– ‘Lazy Patrice runs City2Surf!’ I’m not really a runner, so people said they would pay money to see me
exercise… and they did! I raised 50% of the $10,000 from that event.
Where did the idea for Zurii come from?
Zurii was born out of my trip to Uganda with Business Chicks and The Hunger Project, after meeting some of the
women who were part of the Hunger Project’s Bead-making Program, where they learn how to make beaded
jewellery out of recycled paper. They’re beautiful, amazing pieces of jewellery and at the time it was fantastic to
see these women who had developed this skill. Beading allowed many of them to buy food for their family and
send their kids to school. We were able to buy from them and we felt fantastic because were able to help in a
practical way.

I came home, gave out some of the jewellery as presents and was wearing it all the time. People in the street
started asking me where I got the jewellery from. It suddenly dawned on me that I could create a market for
people like myself and my friends, who like really nice jewellery that’s not too expensive and has a socially
responsible connection with the women making it. Hence Zurii became that online marketplace.

We launched in October last year as an ethical, socially responsible jewellery label. Our ethos is about women
empowering other women. We buy directly from women in developing nations who make our jewellery. We also
give back in two ways. The women are paid directly for the goods they produce, allowing them to generate
income. We also donate 10% of our net profits to The Hunger Project each year. 

How did you get the idea off the ground?
It was a big push from my husband. I had the idea and the passion, but I was frightened to invest our hard
earned cash. I’m a planner by nature, but I got to the point where I knew it was a leap of faith or not at all. My
husband said to me “This is an amazing idea, you will regret it if you don’t do it, and you won’t know unless you
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put yourself out there.” He gave me the courage, and the permission to fail.

How did you fund Zurii?
We refinanced our house. It was a really big decision, but one that’s made it work. Being in Uganda, I saw
women who were faced with such incredible adversity, yet they were doing amazing things in their community –
they were changing theirs and other people’s lives. I came back thinking “with all of the opportunity we have
here, we’ve got no excuse not to be the most extraordinary version of ourselves”.

Has having the experience with your business Inspire Communications complemented Zurii?
Absolutely... Zurii isn’t a charity. We are a business that has a socially responsible and ethical focus. At the end
of the day, I can’t give money back to women in Uganda if we are not making money. My background in
journalism has helped with the storytelling of our products and my background in management has helped me
drive it as a business.

Have you taken a big personal risk when you have wanted to bring an idea to life? Share your experience in the
comments below.
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This is such a fantastic story Patrice Gibbons . 

Having shared the experience of Uganda with you, and watching this idea begin in the villages
with the amazing women we met ... to seeing you move to Brisbane ... to then see Zurii come to
life - it's just been so inspiring and exciting!  I can't wait to see everyone wearing Zurii, looking
fantastic AND supporting our global sisters in their businesses in the villages of Uganda.  They
are changing their families futures, and it's brilliant that simply by buying something nice for
ourselves or a friend, we can do help them do that!
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by dobinson a week ago
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Love all of this - thank you! Have checked out both Zurii and Inspire Communications and
Events & will follow with interest.
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